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TROFFER Installation Instructions
CT-EL1x4, CT-EL2x2 and CT-EL2x4  

 WARNING 
Risk of Electrical Shock
Disconnect power from circuit breaker or fuse 
before installing or servicing any light fixture.

*At the appropriate point during the installation process, remove cover from the top of 
fixture, attach electrical conduit to cover and make proper electrical connections before 
replacing cover. THIS SHOULD ONLY BE DONE BY A LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.

Standard mounting for this fixture is in a Grid Ceiling.

For recessed mounting in sheetrock, a 
flange is supplied and would be secured 
to ceiling material and/or upper decking 
with site supplied materials. Once flange is 
secured, install the fixture as described in 
Recessed Grid Mount above.  

Optional mounting methods if ordered with factory supplied accessory kits
(or with site supplied material as allowed by local codes).

 Hang the panel to ceiling with
 suspended installation kits.  

 Adjust the length of suspension
 cable. Connect the power supply.  

 Remove ceiling tile.

 A. Fix the anchors into
 target place on the ceiling.

 B. Fix the installation mount
 on the ceiling with plastic anchor.  

 Unpack box and take out aluminum
 profile A - 2pcs, aluminum profile
 B - 2pcs, as well as accessory pack.

 Slide panel into frame properly.  Fix the last piece of aluminum profile
 with screw after panel is fully inserted.

 Assembling 3 pieces aluminum
 profile together with screw.

 Fix semi-finished frame onto
 ceiling with screw (Concrete
 ceiling requires plastic anchors).

 Connect power supply.   

 Slide the panel into
 the grid. 

 Secure the panel
 per local code.
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